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PVC STRIP CURTAINS
Orchids International PVC Strip Curtain is manufactured using advanced technology and best machinery. Our products are
designed in a manner so as to reduce the wastage of energy and reduce the cost. The PVC Strip Curtain is highly durable and is
available in various colors and thickness.
PVC Strip Curtains are appreciated for their easy installation & low maintenance, and can be used for any kind of application. The
PVC Strip Curtain offered by us is easy to clean and install. These are made keeping in mind the requirements of our clients.

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions:
Orchids International Standard PVC Strip
Curtains are available in the following
standard dimensions.
1. 200mm*2mm*50m
2. 300mm*3mm*50m
3. 400mm*4mm*50m
Orchids International can also customize the
measurement of the PVC Strip Curtains as
per the requirements of the client.

Colours:
Orchids International Standard PVC strip
curtains are available in clear color which is
the ideal choice for better visibility. Clear
color is the most sought color by the
customers.
We also have green, blue, yellow, and brown
colors.
We also can make customized colors
according to the client’s requirements.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Orchids International PVC strip curtains are manufactured using quality raw material and advanced technology, to ensure high
performance and long working life. PVC being very rigid, stays straight and never bends or distorts under normal care.
PVC Strip curtains restrict the movement of air pollutants. They prevent birds, ﬂies, dust, fumes etc. from entering the working
area and ensure proper hygiene is maintained during trafﬁc movement through the doors. They help in controlling the spread of
airborne pollutants, dust spray, fumes & noise, Isolate noisy machinery, thus increasing employee comfort and improving
efﬁciency on the shop ﬂoor and subsequently improving the work environment.
PVC strip curtains help in separating small and large work places. They can be very easily installed and involves very less
maintenance. Usage of PVC strip curtains does not hinder the movement of vehicles and pedestrians through the strips. PVC
strip doors do not cause any injury to the pedestrians.
PVC strip curtains act as a barrier in controlling the temperature loss and act as an effective reduction in heat, cold and humidityloss, thus maintaining the temperature and conserving the energy
FIXING
Orchids International has trained onsite professionals who help the clients in deciding the right variety of strip needed for their
industrial applications leading to an efﬁcient, effective and affordable way to better manage the workplace. Based on the door
requirements provided by the client, we calculate the length of the strips, the total number of strips and the amount of overlapping
required ensuring maximum coverage and functionality on a case by case basis.
We have specially fabricated aluminum channel frames which act as a support system for the PVC strips to hang. These
aluminum channels are designed to be installed either above the doors on the wall or suspended from above.
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